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About This Content

(Caution) You can choose additional hair style only during the character creation.
If you already have a character in Tree of Life, you can't change hairstyle so you should purchase carefully.

"By chance, there were items for survival in the last bag I picked up before I got a
shipwreck - From the journal of an adventurer"

Adventurer Pack of Tree Of Life contains each one of man & woman's hairstyle,

8 additional item slots, additional contents including starting items for survival (torch, bread, bondage).

These additional items are provided not only when you create characters but also for an already created character in the servers.
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Title: Tree of Life - Upgrade to Adventurer
Genre: Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
oddonegames
Publisher:
oddonegames, neobricks
Release Date: 27 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Window XP

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Video Memory, Shader Model 3.0

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space
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this game pack is useless! you can grab everything you need from the ground.. I had a lot of fun playing this.
It isn't a solo game though, you really need to start with friends
or make some ingame, asap.
After a while though the grind becomes too much.
I made friends in-game and one after another people
started to drop away, making our progress as a group slow down to a halt.

PVP hit boxes are unreliable. PVE is okay. No bosses, just mobs.
Atm there is no real good anti-theft system, so it makes things hard when
you're trying to gather animals, only to have them taken.

Still enjoyed it. I hope it gets some good updates.. The extra slots are nice. Its not as expensive if you buy it with the game.. i
played for like an hour and a halfand the game started to crash every time i want to play.. just redownloading hopfully it
works.... I agree that this game used to be so good and have a lot of potential, then it get ruined and everyone leaves. BUT
WAIT, i recently playing it again to see what is new after few months off, and i actually like the idea about guild teritories,
because this is what i learnt from the previous patch: the old player left their building, most of them even not playing anymore,
but their building are f*cking EVERYWHERE. I hate it, it's hard to find a land to build my own castle because everyone made
anything they desired, everywhere, and then just neglected it. NOW IMAGINE with this building recklessly everywhere thing is
going on, in few months later u will not even find a single empty land to build anymore!! So it is actually a REALLY GOOD
IDEA to let building outside ur territories to get burn gradualy (but yes i too feel the new guild territory is a bit cramped, i
believe they'll fix it later)
from my point of view, the devs is indeed slow, but they're actually TRYING TO IMPROVE THEIR GAME. Now after i think
for a while, they're already saying it in front that this is an EARLY ACCESS and things might have MAJOR CHANGES in it.
So well, while i actually a bit disappointed because all of my hard work is vanishing into a thin air, and a lot of things indeed still
need to be fixed, let's just let them continue what they started before saying a whole lot of negative comments about the game. I
know some of you still like the game, you are just a bit shocked because of the change. Let them fixed it and we will have a
good time once again.
For those who still not sure to buy this game or not, i think it's a good game for 8-10 dollars. I actually love this game soo much
in the beginning, and I believe some of you will love this game too :D

(Note: I leave this game not because it sucks, but because it takes time. I'm very busy lately, and I also demand more challenge
like boss raids or dungeons to get rare item)
. its still not working. this game teach you how to co-op wiht other, need patience for grinding some item, over all its a good
game
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~~ DO NOT PURCHASE THE ADVENTURER PACK ~~

1.) You only get ONE character per server. You want to play the opposite sex, you have to delete your character. The hairstyles
are useless as there are others that will most likely be chosen.

2.) The Matchsticks, while useful, can easily be replaced by simply using a Torch. Something you can do within seconds of first
starting to play.

3.) Bread. Useless. You only get a few and food can readily be found, again within seconds of logging in.

4.) Bandage. Again, absolutely useless. Along w\/ the other items above, you can create them in no time.

5.) The 8-slot Pack. And this is where the real reason for not purchasing this Adventurer Pack comes... It's 8 slots. Yes, they
come in handy, however you can use the Steam Store to purchase a much larger pack that is even more useful.

There is no point in this DLC.. i buy the upgrade to adventurer but i cant play every time e star the game is a nomal tree of live
not the upgrade. Real corny for $8 ....your pay for early access and just for extra item slots which should already be in the game
and hair styles ....extra ways to pinch your extra penny .....there used to be a day where people would get a complete game for
the price ...these days they don't have to pay for marketing and are over priced .. what a waste of money, non stop bullies every
time i tried to build anything ( no one around for ages might i add ) these 2 people just kept destroying my stuff. refund please
:(. If you like MMO and Survival Crafting as much as I do then this is the game for you. Lots of fun, fighting monsters, making
friends and build a town\/Guild. With updates every few days\u2019 lots of fun and can\u2019t wait to see the improvements in
the future. Worth getting this Pack just for the extra slots. Man.. best game ever! Rust and over survival based games mixed..!
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